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Disclaimer
All content provided in this litepaper is for informational purposes only and should not be construed 
as investment advice. Investing in digital assets carries inherent risk and may lead to a total loss of 
investment. Before taking any action based on information contained in this litepaper, you should 
seek independent professional advice from an individual who is licensed and qualified to provide 
such financial advice.
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 What is PLXYER?

PLXYER (pronounced Player) is building the leading distribution platform for play and 
earn games, bolstered by its in-house titles, turnkey game creation tools, purpose-
built social network and foundation for robust game economies.

PLXYER is an all-in-one platform for Web3 game developers and players.

PLXYER was created with a key focus on connecting the thrilling world of traditional 
gameplay with the benefits of on-chain gaming, through a variety of high quality 
games and experiences, combined with powerful technical infrastructure.

Our mission is to provide the best tools and resources needed for game creators to 
launch, run and manage Web3 games, and the best platform for players to enjoy these 
games to their fullest.

PLXYER takes a creator-centric approach to enabling next-generation, on-chain 
gameplay, creating value across its ecosystem for players, creators and $PLXY 
(pronounced PLAY) token holders.

 Problem

Producing a successful game with on-chain elements requires complex blockchain 
enabled infrastructure.

Additionally, the gaming market is highly fragmented, with walled gardens and 
siloed experiences across platforms acting as a barrier to game discovery, making 
it challenging for blockchain game creators to access and onboard the global gamer 
community.

The traditional gaming model also constrains community ownership and participation 
in game creation, inhibiting grassroots world-building and game development and 
reducing player retention.
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 Solution

PLXYER is building the leading ecosystem for play and earn games by equipping 
creators with foundational economics, tools and resources to reduce the time and 
complexity of developing and launching games with cross-platform playability.

PLXYER enhances game discovery by linking blockchain games and their communities 
through common infrastructure. Creators can easily embed blockchain assets into their 
games — which are tradable on the PLXYER asset marketplace — and are economically 
incentivised to build quality games to expand the ecosystem.

 Reason for Plxyer

PLXYER provides purpose built tools for Web3 game creation. We’ve worked closely 
with game developers and game platforms in both Web 2.0 and Web3 to build a new 
composable software infrastructure layer for play and earn gaming .

Our ecosystem includes custom tools for game creation, in-game social networking, 
as well as sophisticated game-economics, providing the foundation for developers 
to build upon.

PLXYER’s game-building technology, used in its own play and earn titles, allows 
creators to capitalize on hypergrowth in the gaming sector, with 2.6 billion gamers 
worldwide and global revenue projected to reach $200 billion by 2024. 

Best of all, PLXYER creates an environment where players can benefit and earn, one 
of the core tenets of Web3.
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 PLXYER Play and Earn Platform

With a focus on supporting exhilarating, engaging, exciting games, we’ve built our tools 
to provide the best technical base, the cleanest tokenomics and the most compelling 
social interactions.

Our platform is purposely non-siloed, which therefore enables seamless 
interoperability of in-game assets across different games. Additionally, it allows for 
players to engage in a variety of games with assets they are already familiar with, 
boosting game discovery rates and broader game engagement.

We like to think of our platform as having no barriers to entry, encouraging smooth 
cross-game exploration and benefiting both game creators and the global gamer 
community.

In addition to our own technical infrastructure we are also building:

• The PLXYER Game Portal, a central hub for players to find, discover and share 
new and popular games.
• A cross-game social network, allowing players from different games to connect 
with one another socially.
• An in-game/in-network advertising service, allowing game creators to reach a 
wider audience of potential gamers
• The PLXYER Developer Portal, a central space for game creators to build games 
and connect with other developers, enabling collaboration, technical cooperation and 
potential partnerships.
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 KPIs - Key Performance Indicators (Metrics)

As a game creator there are crucial business metrics to consider in order to ensure 
the long-term success of a game.

Primarily, these include CPA (cost per acquisition of a new user) and LTV (lifetime 
value). The key to a sustainable operating margin for a game creator is ensuring CPA 
is less than LTV.

PLXYER has designed its ecosystem economics in such a way that if a game is built/
launched on the PLXYER platform, it will see reduced CPA and increased LTV.

This is achieved through the following means:
• Allowing in-game assets to be offered across all games (at the discretion of each 
game creator). By enabling cross-game asset use, PLXYER encourages gamers to 
engage with multiple games, through both familiarity and importantly through similar 
rewards systems. For example, if players can earn or win a valuable in-game asset in 
one game and then use it in another, it provides a compelling case for the gamer to 
broaden the range of games they play.
• The $PLXR token provides a base layer for all game transactions throughout the 
platform and creates sustainability and uniformity from game to game. This makes it 
easier for game creators to structure their game rewards and also makes it easier for 
the gamer to consider how best to utilize those rewards.

Other crucial metrics include the ‘player retention rate’, the length of time a player 
will stay on a particular game/platform, and how much it will cost to keep a player 
engaged. In order to maximize retention rates, players need to be incentivized to keep 
playing.

By offering cross-game assets and connecting them to the $PLXY token, which players 
can earn by playing games, we are creating a circular economy where players benefit 
from the whole platform performing well. The more games, the more players, the more 
opportunities to earn and the more demand for $PLXY.

When players feel incentivized to keep playing and to encourage others to play too, 
the growth of the platform is fuelled organically, increasing KPIs throughout the whole 
PLXYER ecosystem.
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 PLXYER Asset Marketplace

PLXYER will provide a full marketplace, where game creators and gamers themselves 
can trade all in-game assets.

This marketplace will allow gamers to realize their rewards directly and enable game 
creators to integrate all types of game assets into the platform.

These cross-game assets then help to build out the wider ‘PLXYER world’, which in 
turn benefits all game creators and players too.

Game creators can also open up a new B2B revenue stream on the marketplace, 
meaning that they are no longer limited to player spending. An experienced game 
creator can offer assets to a less experienced creator, reducing the complexity and 
time required to release a game.

All creators on the platform are incentivized to offer quality games, valuable cross-
game assets and engaging, thrilling game experiences, which all contribute to 
exponentially expanding the PLXYER ecosystem.

 $PLXY Token

The PLXYER ecosystem is powered by $PLXY, which provides cross-game utility and 
accrues shared protocol revenue.

As more creators launch their games on PLXYER with $PLXY as their in-game token, 
and as more players earn and spend $PLXY, the network effects will compound and 
stabilize economies across games in the ecosystem.

 PLXYER Games

PLXYER will launch 3 in-house titles within 1 year of its platform launch. 

Titles will be cross-promoted through PLXYER’s partner Play Kub, unlocking access 
to a user base of more than 5 million to drive traffic and adoption, and subsequently 
through additional partnerships.
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 PLXY Tokenomics

PLXY will have an elastic supply to accommodate long-term sustainability across
the Plxyer ecosystem - this means that the token will be both inflationary and 
deflationary.

Distribution

• Private & Public Token Sales: 15.5%
• 3-month cliff from m+4 with a 4% gradual unlock across a monthly basis
• 15% allocated to the private sale
• 0.5% allocated to the public sale (unlocked at TGE)

• Liquidity Pool: 1.5%
• Unlocked when liquidity pool is created and used for farming initiatives to 
reward liquidity miners

• Team: 6%
• 6-month cliff with 10% gradual unlock per quarter

• Foundation: 11%
• Full unlocked for 2 years, 10% release per quarter

• Development Fund: 6%
• Locked for 1 year; funds will be used for technical development needs

• Ecosystem Fund: 33%
•  Funds to be spent on developing the Plxya ecosystem; unlocked after the 
development stage is completed

• Marketing Budget: 17%
• Will be spent on marketing campaigns

• Partner: 10%
• Fully locked for 1 year, followed by 10% quarterly unlocks
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 Arena Ascent

PLXYER’s first in-house title, Arena Ascent, is a cross-platform, fantasy, play and earn, 
idle RPG autobattler with high-octane MOBA-based gameplay and exquisite graphics 
on the Solana network. 

Players assemble a team of heroes to overcome challenges and complete missions, 
earning $PLXY and NFTs by advancing in PvE battles or winning in PvP contests.

Players will need to assemble teams, complete missions and fight their way through 
PvE and PvP battles. In-game assets such as characters and other items, will be 
tradeable on the PLXYER Marketplace.

 

 Partnerships
 
PLXYER has partnered with Play Kub, a JV focused on P2E (play-to-earn games) 
between Bitkub, Thailand’s first crypto unicorn with a 97% share of the country’s crypto 
exchange market, and Play Park (formerly Asiasoft), Thailand’s first publicly traded 
online game company. The JV reaches an audience of more than 5 million combined 
users in Southeast Asia. PLXYER is currently in discussions with other game publishers 
including Mujoy, which operates 07073, the largest web-based game portal in China 
with 5 million daily views, and is a partner to China Telecom and NetEase.

We’ve also partnered with SNK, the Japanese video game hardware and software 
company behind popular game titles such as Street Fighter, King of Fighter, and 
Metal Slug. PLXYER has secured a licensing deal with SNK, granting us exclusive rights 
to create games featuring iconic SNK characters. The company has developed and 
published a series of games since its debut back in 1978 and become a household 
name for developing and publishing popular fighting games.
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 Players as Creators

In addition to in-house game development and building partnerships with pro game 
creators, generating a pipeline of player-created games is key to PLXYER’s strategy.

By putting professional grade creator tools in the hands of players, PLXYER leverages 
the power of community and composability in modding culture that has defined the 
success of games like Roblox and Minecraft.

Through aligning economics with players and creators, PLXYER reduces customer 
acquisition costs, increases player retention and produces evangelists who have a 
stake in the ecosystem.

 Team

PLXYER has brought together a world-class collective of more than 30 game designers, 
strategists, blockchain developers, programmers and ecosystem builders with deep 
expertise in interactive and immersive products. 

PLXYER’s interdisciplinary distributed team brings decades of gaming experience and 
platform development, along with extensive crypto and NFT knowledge, to building 
games, scalable blockchain infrastructure and partnerships with leading games 
publishers.

We’re laser-focused on building the foundations for PLXYER to become the leading 
platform for Web3 games and gamer experiences  —  as well as the perfect ecosystem 
for game creators to thrive  — and we’re excited for what the future holds.
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 PLYXYER Roadmap

Roadmap

2022
Q4: 
 Arena ascent in-house beta
 Continued commercial development.

2023
Q1: 
 Development of Arena Ascent, tournament systems, etc.
 After Human beta release
Q2: 
 Commercial development
Q3:
 Commercial development
Q4: 
 Continued development of After Human

2024
Q1: 
 Commercial development
Q2: 
 SNK beta release (Heroines)
Q3:
 Commercial development
Q4: 
 Further upgrades & releases

Focus:
We’re targeting the release of all three games before the end of 2024 with plans to 
integrate crypto-friendly usability and the entire PLXY system.



Contact

Website
Twitter 
Medium
Telegram
Email

https://www.plxyer.com
https://twitter.com/_plxyer_ 
https://medium.com/plxyer
https://t.me/plxyerxyz 
ceo@plxyer.com


